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1. Q- Difference between "My Portal" (authenticated) and "Public Portal"? 
A- "My Portal" or the authenticated side - this section requires users to have specific 
roles to be able to access their analytic tools,  data files/schemas access information, and 
for DUA owners the ability to upload new DUAs. The "Public Portal" portion of Data & 
Analytics CCSQ Portal is replacing Confluence. It contains all content that previously 
was in Confluence; excluding the areas discussed during the presentation. Content you 
can find include Request Access steps, Training Hub, New & Events, and FAQ.  
 

2. Q- How can I access My Portal and Public Portal? 
A- With the latest updates, My Portal and Public Portal are all encompasses in one 
system. From Public Portal, users can login to the authenticated My Portal pages from the 
Navigation Bar where they can see available tools, data access information and a DUA 
tab for the DUA requesters/owners. There are four areas that you need to be logged in to 
view: the Newsletter section (to be able to view the PDF files), the My Portal, My Access 
and My DUA tabs. 
 

3. Q- When will the Data Camp resources be transferred to the Portal? 
A- This is currently a redirect page, like the Data Contributors page where you can still 
access the past Townhall and Data Camp content through the Past Events page. At this 
time, we do not have a specific date for that content migration, but we will update you 
once we have one. 
 

4. Q- Will the current Data & Analytics Confluence site go dark at some point? 
A- Yes. Currently, anything that is accessible in Portal today was archived on the 
Confluence pages on Friday, April 26th. If you have a bookmarked page on Confluence, 
you will not be redirected to Portal as the page will not be accessible anymore. There are 
a few remaining pages on Confluence, like the Data & Analytics Request Form. Once the 
remaining Confluence pages are migrated over, all Confluence pages will be archived. 
 

5. Q- What are the example actions/things that users will need to log in to the Data & 
Analytics Portal for? In comparison with the access to the information we have on 
Portal without logging in. 
A-  For the recent release, most of the content is available on Portal, without being 
logged. There are four areas that you need to be logged in to view: the Newsletter section 
(to be able to view the PDF files), the My Portal, My Access and My DUA tabs. 
 



6. Q- You mentioned the newsletter PDFs are under the log-in section of Portal. Will 
the Townhall and Data Camp recordings and/or information be under the log-in 
Portal as well?  
A- The plan is for them to be on the public side since the videos and the content are 
currently accessible without logging in. This may change in the future. 
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